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B.A. LL.B. (Semester - V) Examination, October 2016

Maior Paper - V : POLITICAL SCIENCE

Duration :3 Hours Total Marks:75

lnstructions : 1 ) Answer any eight f rom Q.No. 1 to 1 2'

) A.No.13andl4arecompulsory. (8x8=64)

1. Briefly Analyse. why lndian National congress failed miserably in the First

Assembly Elections ? 8

2. Discuss the Republican phase in Portuguese Colonial Era.

3. Explain the Cabinet Formation in the Second Bandodkar Ministry' 8

4. Discuss the factors responsible tor the delay in achieving the obiectives of Goa

Statehood. 8

5. Discuss the arguments put forth by the Mergerist and the Anti-Mergerist camp

with regards to the OPinion Poll.

6. Examine the Main provisions of the Anti-Delection Act.

7. Trace the phases of the Portuguese colonialism in Goa from 1510 till 1961 .

8. Discuss the Emergence ol National Politics Phase in Goa with reference to the

Rane Ministry.

9. Explain the significance of the 1967 Elections in the Pre-Statehood phase.

10. 'Goa's First elections were fought on the communal lines'- Discuss'

1.t . Analyze the structure, powers and functions oI Communidades system in Goa.

12. What was the role of the Konkani Porjecho Awaz in the language agitation ?
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(3x2=6)13. Write short notes on the following questions (any 2) :

a) Azad Gomantak Dal.

b) 91st Amendment to the Constitution.

c) Any two Environmental lvlovement that accelerated to as a major Political

Movement in Goa.

'14. Write short notes on the lollowing questions (any 2) : (2Yzx2=51

a) Functions of Gram Sabha.

b) Role ol the speaker with regard to defections'

c) Congress Democratic Front (CDF) with regards to Cabinet formation.
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